“Is a principal residence is the cornerstone of a healthy financial plan in Canada?“
If you’re like me, you know someone who has bought a 2nd house or condo as an investment property. The most common thing I hear is
that this is their retirement plan. The reasoning is simple real estate goes up over time and someone else is paying your mortgage. These
are good reasons and it’s a strategy that has worked, but remember the 80s and 90’s when it did not. Raising interest rates or a recession
can cause substantial drops in the value or real estate. In 2008/2009 in the United States many investors had to sell their second property at
fire sale prices. If you own quality assets for the long term everything will work out fine.
As an investment advisor I need to make decisions using the facts of today to make assumptions about the future. Let’s look at the facts.
We have been in a declining interest rate environment for the last 25 years which has made the cost of borrowing cheaper and cheaper. Mortgage rates in the 90’s were in the 7% range, and today they are half that so with the same income, a person can effectively borrow
twice as much today. This has driven home prices up everywhere. Banks are currently offering some of the lowest mortgage rates in history. But what happens when rates start to rise? The cost of borrowing goes up and affordability for buyers decreases which will have a negative impact on housing prices.
What else impacts borrowing? Your existing debt load. Canadians are sitting on the highest debt levels in decades. With debt levels so high
you can’t expect borrowing to continue at the same pace in the future. I think we can safely say that potential returns going forward will not
continue at the same levels. So is there a better option? Yes, and it has grown more than real estate over the last 25 years. In this example
Invesco is showing what an investment in their two flagship Mutual funds would have grown to via the same investment into Real Estate.
Again let me reiterate a principal residence is a very important asset for Canadians especially because of its tax free status. Higher home
prices have made it difficult for younger and lower income citizens to participate in Canada’s robust housing market. That is why Mindset
Wealth has partnered with Habitat for Humanity in the Comox valley. More now then ever before, people require a hand up rather then a
hand out to enter our housing market. Mindset Wealth has agreed to match contributions to Habitat’s campaign up to $ 5,000.
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